SEE DENTISTRY IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT.

INTRODUCING

NEVO

The Natural Evolution of digital dentistry
SET YOUR SCANNER TO AWESOME.

The world of CAD CAM dentistry has taken nearly 30 years to evolve. Now it’s time for a leap. E4D introduces the NEVO Scanner and Design Center – the innovative, technologically advanced, ultra-fast intraoral CAD CAM system for restorative dentistry.

**NEVO : S C A N**

**SUPER EASY**
Everything about the NEVO Scanner makes digital dentistry quicker and easier – from intuitive, computer-guided image capture, to plug-and-play technology that gives you the freedom to scan at multiple NEVO work stations and of course, it’s powder-free.

**SUPER FAST**
With video-rate scanning and Thunderbolt™ connectivity to your NEVO Design Center laptop or upgraded cart, the NEVO Scanner captures and processes data almost as quickly as you move your hand. This advanced connectivity allows you to capture, transfer and process data faster than ever before – even with full-arch cases.

**SUPER ACCURATE**
The NEVO Scanner is the only CAD CAM scanner in the world with Blaze™ (blue laser) technology. Its smaller wavelength (450 nm) is more accurate than LED and higher wavelength lasers, resulting in more accurate images. And, while other systems use color imaging that can mask missing data, the NEVO Scanner uses actual photographs that show you clinically realistic images (using ICE View), as well as indications where data is missing so it can be added if necessary. The Iris™ adjustable field of view in the software allows you to define your target field with fast accurate data capture while scanning.
SUPER PORTABLE
The NEVO Design Center is a complete and portable restorative design system with laptop convenience, enabling you to take your work with you virtually anywhere. The NEVO Design Center is integrated with our E4D Sky™ providing an additional network of available solutions.

SUPER INTUITIVE
The Design Center’s autogenesis software creates a custom restoration for every patient. It’s extremely easy to learn and use, with robust design tools that assist you in designing from single to full-arch restorations.
PORTABLE. PROFITABLE. PRECISE.

BETTER DENTISTRY FOR ALL
The NEVO CAD CAM Restoration System from E4D provides everything you need to deliver better dentistry. Create digital models and design with the NEVO Scanner and Design Center. Share cases with E4D Sky™ and bring your designs to life with precision with the renowned E4D Mill.

Add same-day crowns, inlays, onlays, veneers and bridges to your menu of services and fabricate your restorative designs quickly and conveniently with the E4D Mill, featuring wireless connection and easy touch-screen operation. Dual spindles mill on both sides of the restoration simultaneously, and calculate custom milling paths with micron-precise accuracy. What’s more, the automatic tool changer selects the appropriate bur and replaces worn burs automatically.

Robust NEVO Design Center software lets you design single units and bridges, with restorative files that are compatible with the E4D Mill and digital laboratories using industry standard open-file format (.stl).

EVOLUTION 4 DENTISTRY
It’s time for dentistry to evolve. E4D is leading the way for a new generation of dentists who are embracing the practical benefits of innovative technology.
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